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1. What’s Going Well?

● The fact that we have more time to work

● ‘ I can actually play with my brother at lunch time

● I like the community time and guessing 

competition’’



2.What We Can Improve?

‘I think that we need more activities on seesaw because we always 
do it on pear deck’

‘Maybe we could improve with more work to do’

‘We could actually start working sooner instead of having a 
discussion about the work’



3.Fabulous Ideas

● ‘In the morning everyone could bring their pets and introduce 
them to the class’

● ‘At the end of the day we could have a 10 minute joke and 
riddle session’

● ‘We should have a water holder at our desks in case our water 
spills’

● ‘Putting all 3 classes together so then it would be easier for 
the teachers to teach’

● ‘I think we could have a small bit of community time every day’



What’s been happening in your class this term?

Hello Newsletter!!! I’m SRC Ava Cray from 5W. I was told to write a paragraph about me and my class thoughts, so here we go! Things 
that’s really going well for us year 5’s this term is that we all have more time than usual to work, and that some of us get to play with our 
little siblings during breaks! We also have community time at the end of every week, so that’s something to look forward to. Things that 
you could improve is making us do seesaw activities more often because some of of our parents ask to see our work but it’s almost always 
on pear deck. Another thing is that we need to start work sooner instead of talking about it too much. Now for the best part… FABULOUS 
IDEAS!!! Every morning, we could introduce our pets to the class, and every afternoon we could have a 5-10 minute joke session. When 
lockdown is over, we could have water bottle holders so if we spill it, the water won’t get on our work. We could also make 1 huge classroom 
so it would be easier for the teachers to talk and teach. The students would also have a lot more space to work and move around. For the 
last idea, it would be having a tiny bit of community time at the end of every day. Well, those were all of my classes ideas and thoughts! 
Thank you for reading, and goodbye!😋

Newsletter



Thanks for listening


